when bowlers need extra confidence, Robby’s products are here.

Just as there are many bowling styles, there are many physical issues a bowler must overcome to be successful.

Robby’s gives support in many forms: support for a sore knee, added strength for a weak wrist, protection from bowling center environments, or the guarantee of a consistent slide to prevent future injuries.

Wherever and whenever you need it, Robby’s gives you added strength and assurance for your game, so that you can perform at your best. CONFIDENCE IS ROBBY’S
Revs Series

The standard in lightweight, adjustable power. Made of feather-light duraluminum, the Robby’s Revs are a breakthrough in wrist support technology because they adjust to your needs. Lateral adjustments allow your hand to be in position to alter the amount of forward roll and spin on the ball. Four forward wrist-cup positions allow for greater revolution control.

**REVS 3 Model #423**
Features an extended index finger to accentuate the wrist rotation through the release. The extra control allows for an increased length and back-end hook angle by creating more side roll.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

**REVS 2 Model #422**
Features a shorter design to provide medium power for light to medium oil lane conditions.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

**REVS 1 Model #420**
Features an extended finger support that provides maximum power for medium oil lane conditions.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

**HOW TO FIT**
Put the finger strap in place, then slide fingers in with the back of the hand against the foam lining. Tighten wrist strap for comfort. Use multiple positions to adjust vertical and horizontal angles to desired release position.
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KneedIT® Therapeutic Knee Guard

KneedIT® targets the cause of pain associated with repetitive stress injuries to the knee. It is scientifically designed to relieve minor knee pain associated with tendonitis and arthritis by gently absorbing force while exerting concentrated compression and warmth across the soft tissue in front of the knee. KneedIT® may be used along with traditional treatments such as taping or wrapping. One size fits most.

KneedIT® XM Magnetic* Therapeutic Knee Guard

KneedIT® XM’s patented magnetic design works with the motion of the knee by gently applying pressure to the joint liner and tendons to help pump soreness away. KneedIT® XM is a safe, natural, non-invasive alternative that helps the body heal itself of minor discomfort and easily adjusts for comfort. One size fits most.

BandIT® Therapeutic Forearm Band

Designed by an orthopedic surgeon and sports medicine specialist, the BandIT® Therapeutic Forearm Band is a safe, non-invasive device that helps stimulate the body’s natural healing processes. By reducing inflammation and muscle spasms, as well as increasing blood flow and gently warming the pain site, it alleviates minor wrist and forearm pain without cutting off circulation, hindering movement or causing swelling. One size fits most.

BandIT® XM Magnetic* Therapeutic Forearm Band

BandIT® XM helps relieve pain associated with repetitive stress injuries. It works as a gentle shock absorber that helps relax the forearm, muscles and tendons, while acting as a dynamic pump to increase circulation and reduce muscle spasm and inflammation. This safe, non-invasive magnetic device helps the body naturally heal from minor wrist and forearm pain and can be worn comfortably for long periods of time. One size fits most.

Restrictor

The Robby’s Restrictor is our new wrist positioner designed to keep your wrist from over-rotating. With it’s simple design and comfortable materials, the Restrictor prevents your hand from over-turning the ball and causing shots to miss inside of your target. The Restrictor also provides great elbow and forearm support while bowling. Use the Restrictor as a training aid or as a daily bowling support, and watch your release become more consistent immediately!
No Wet Foot™
Shoe Covers

Protect your bowling shoes by slipping a pair of these covers over them when you're leaving the lane. They're made of high-quality vinyl with an elastic top to keep water, mud and dirt off your shoes.

Choose from: Stars ‘N’ Strikes, Red, Blue, Black, or Pink. Available in small, medium, large, extra-large and double extra-large. See size guide for a sure fit.

Model #610
88.88

SHOE SIZE CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Women’s Traditional Width</th>
<th>Extra Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small: 5 to 8½</td>
<td>5 to 8½</td>
<td>5 to 8½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium: 9 to 11</td>
<td>9 to 11</td>
<td>9 to 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large: 12 and up</td>
<td>12 and up</td>
<td>12 and up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men’s Traditional Width</th>
<th>Extra Width</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small: 5 to 8</td>
<td>5 to 7½</td>
<td>5 to 8½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium: 8½ to 9½</td>
<td>8 to 8½</td>
<td>8 to 8½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large: 10 to 10½</td>
<td>8 to 9½</td>
<td>8 to 9½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X - Large: 11 to 13</td>
<td>10 to 12½</td>
<td>10 to 12½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX - Large: 14 and up</td>
<td>13 and up</td>
<td>13 and up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shoe sizes are estimates and may not be exact to your shoe.

Spare Ball Holder
Now you can conveniently and safely store their spare balls in the bowler's area!
Competitor

The Robby's Competitor glove provides adjustable wrist support using metal and plastic inserts. Metal inserts give bowlers maximum support for a strong release, while the plastic insert provides wrist mobility for increased comfort and support. In addition, the tiny rubber microdots along the fingers and palm provide maximum gripping power and control.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

Model #650

88.88

Gladiator

This 9"x4" back wrist support keeps the forearm straight and extends over the knuckles for better finger and wrist positioning, keeping the hand behind the ball. When the hand stays behind the bowling ball, you get more forward revs. The Gladiator helps bowlers develop technique with this proven control system. By stroking up on the side of the ball, you gain more side revolutions and increased angle of entry. The finger strap can wrap two, three or all four fingers to keep them comfortably aligned with the metal support.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Petite, Small, Medium, Large

Model #400

88.98
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Sure Release™

The most popular brand for serious bowlers, Sure Release solves the problem of skin irritations due to binding, dragging, hanging or rubbing of the thumb or fingers during release. Use it to prevent or treat a painful, performance-reducing skin irritation.

The special packaging filters out fluorescent lights, prolonging shelf life. It’s also a great aid for irritations caused by gardening, needlepoint, mechanic work and household repair chores. Robby’s Sure Release is available in a 1/4 fluid ounce bottle with brush applicator and generous supply of patches.

Model #600

Sure Release™

Wrist Wrap

Are you looking for a small, compact support without the restriction of metal? The Robby’s Wrist Wrap is the perfect wrist support for bowlers looking for added strength when releasing the ball. The heavy-duty hook and loop combined with a neoprene support give the bowler comfort and durability.

Available in Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large sizes.

Model #50
Response

The Robby's Response provides wrist support without restricting movement. With its soft leather-like vinyl pads, it supports the hand while the additional length of the glove provides extra support with a single straight metal piece in the back for a stronger release. Choose from blue, burgundy or brown.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Petite, Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

Model #108

88.88

Vinyl Original

Robby's Original Positioner is specially designed to help you throw a ball with precision, accuracy and power. When set with the thumb on top of the ball, the Original produces the normal 11 o'clock – 5 o'clock position, enabling the ball to swing out in a true pendulum. At the bottom of the pendulum swing, the Original supports your wrist and lets the thumb release cleanly. Both back and front metal supports maximize wrist strength while allowing the ideal wrist angle for superb delivery. Choose from Stars 'N' Strikes, brown, blue or red.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Petite, Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

Model #100

88.88

Leather Original

Ultimate comfort. Ultimate durability. Robby's Leather Original has all the outstanding features of the Vinyl Original, with all the benefits only leather can provide. Increased durability means more strikes for your money. The soft feel of the leather support almost feels like a second skin, so you can concentrate on what's in your hand instead of what's on it.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Petite, Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

Model #110

88.88
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Cool-Max

Cool comfort wins, hands down. The Robby's Cool-Max features a remarkable fabric designed to breathe. It draws moisture away from the hand so the heat of performance pressure won't keep you from a spectacular score. Choose from black, black and blue, or black and pink.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Petite, Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

Model #120 Black
Model #121 Black/Blue
Model #122 Black/Pink

Cool-Max Plus

The fast-drying Cool-Max Plus provides the superior, patented metal support of all Robby's Originals with the added assurance of dryness and comfort that can offer a competitive edge. The Cool-Max Plus combines the benefits of Robby's Cool-Max with a longer, firmer design of Robby's Plus. Choose from black, black and blue, or black and pink.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Petite, Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

Model #220 Black
Model #221 Black/Blue
Model #222 Black/Pink

Leather Plus

Robby's Leather Plus has all the outstanding features of Robby's Leather Original plus a straight metal support that is even longer. The added length and strength ensures a straight forearm with added support that translates into an even stronger release position.

Available for Right or Left Hand in Petite, Small, Medium, Large and Extra-Large.

Model #210